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Overall Review: in ATI; and AMD, how could they let so many people just sit here after we dish out our money (which isnt easy to come by these days) with amazing graphics cards that don't work. Doesnt seem to matter what motherboard, PSU, Memory, Windows version (32-bit or 64-bit), or even what Processor, Ive tried bios updates, changing ram, changing slots, reinstalling windows, different drivers. I think im
begining to hate ATI and AMD. And if anyone from XFX is reading this, im ashamed to say I bought this from you, ive bought so many other cards from you without a problem shouldnt you warn people before they buy a potentially useless product I am so upset with XFX, AMD and ATI. And even if it is fixed what do we get for spending money...for nothing....I hope an XFX rep reads this...its just sad. I cant believe im
saying this but I might go with the other graphics card manufacturer...the dreaded 'N'. And for so many years I swore by XFX, ATI and AMD....now I warn stay away from them..sad... To conclude, the ASUS product is a good purchase. I am impressed with the performance of the card, and how well it performs without the need for the noise-cancelling features. I also have a friend who has the ASUS Strix 5750 (he is

the owner of the forums where I purchased the card) and he states it is a great card. I will refer him to this review to try to find out the differences. I will also be checking out the ASUS Strix 5750, since it has lower power usage and noise-cancelling, in my next build, as I'm looking for another HD4890 card to replace it.
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pros: very happy with this product. first, its pretty fast. runs crysis, with all settings at high, 1680x1050 4xaa at 35 fps average. enough said. at those settings, my 8600gt could only give me about 2 fps.. also uses very low power, i'm using a 350w psu and even after hours of stress tests i didn't get any problem. installation was
really easy, i simply uninstalled old drivers, switched cards, installed new drivers and was good to go after a reboot. i was a little worried since people with my setup (windows 7 64 bit, switching from a geforce card) seemed to have lots of problems with drivers but i didn't get any. the fan is inaudible at low speed, while still not

being disturbing at work. i purchased an asus radeon hd 5750 today. when it was delivered, i was informed that the recommended psu was not listed on the box. i checked online and found that the mobo supports an evga 750w psu. i checked again online and found that the mobo supports an evga 750w psu. if you are considering
this card, make sure you look at the box before purchasing. i was very happy with the evga 750w psu and am very happy with the card. overall review: this card is amazing. i bought it to replace my 5850. with all three graphics cards in my computer, i have yet to notice a difference in performance. with this card, i have no problems

at all. i can run every game on max with no problems, even with a cheapo cpu. if you are looking for a really good card, without spending a ton of money, this is the card for you. i'm running windows 7 32bit, and i have only one problem with this card (it is minor). the driver on the card will not install. i did look at the package that
comes with it, but could not find a driver disc. i was told by the store that they do not have an in store disc, but if i sent it to them, they would install the driver for me. i have not done that. i did send it to them, and they could not find the disc to install the driver. i do not know if they are being dishonest, or just not very good at their

jobs. either way, it is a pain. if you are going to buy this card, make sure that you get the disc with the card that comes with it. also, if you do buy this card, make sure that you get the disc with the card you buy. you need the driver disc to install the driver. this is the only problem i have with this card. other than that, this card is
amazing. i would recommend this card to anyone. good luck. 5ec8ef588b
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